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This week we are on Chartwells’ menu Week 3 

 Beam of the Week! 

CRANTOCK— Grace for working hard and independently on her writing 

FISTRAL— Bodhi for always having good manners and trying his best with all 
of his learning 

LAMORNA— is Elsie P for being resilient and working really hard on her 
reading and writing  

MAENPORTH— Mason L for being resilient in maths   
GODREVY— Ryley for great resilience and fantastic reading this week! 

PORTHMEOR— Ethan for his enthusiasm for his learning  

PORTHCURNO— The whole class for fantastic resilience and teamwork in 
sports day 

SWANPOOL— Ava H for perseverance with her weaving in Art  

CADGWITH— Lincoln for consistently making good choices 

POLZEATH— Ollie-Jay for being reflective with his learning  

HARLYN— Degan has worked hard all week and made consistently good 
choices, he is becoming a real role model and is continuing to build positive 
relationships. 

PERRANUTHNOE— Mackenzie for working hard to produce his best writing of 
the year!  

GWENVOR— Daniel for developing into a mature and sensible young man 

KYNANCE— Kaci for making good choices and persevering with her 
handwriting to achieve a pen license  

 

Our 4Rs are: 
Resilience, 

Reflectiveness, 

Resourcefulness, 

Relationships.  

 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

 

Tuesday 28th June: Spanish Day!  

Monday 25 & Tuesday 26th July: Staff Training (school closed to pupils). 

Wednesday 27th July—SUMMER HOLIDAYS! 
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On Monday 23rd May, our Little Troopers went to meet the Little Trooper children at King Charles 
School in Falmouth, to meet other children who are part of the military family and to share our       
experiences. 
We went to the beach played various games, had a snack and collected sea glass. 

We walked back to their school for lunch through the park to have a look at the flowers they had 
planted for the Queen’s Jubilee. 

It was then out to play for a while before we were all presented with a writing book and a picture of 
Falmouth for the school. 

SPANISH DAY - 28TH JUNE 

 

The children will take part 

in Spanish themed    

learning and activities 

throughout the school on 

this day. 

There will be a Spanish 

lunch. (←See menu) 

It is not a dress up day. 

Children are to wear    

uniform as normal.  
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Mrs Finn’s Message 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents/Carers 

 

Can I just say how much we are enjoying our Sport days. It is absolutely lovely to see parents/carers 
back on site and we are delighted with the turnout- the children and staff really appreciate that you are 
spending time with us; we love it that you are cheering your children on and encouraging them every 
step of the way. Thank you. 

 

For some Year groups the Sports days have been a little wet but that has not dampened the children’s -
or your- enthusiasm. For me, the thing I am most proud of is not only that the children are all trying 
their very best by giving all the events their best shot but that they are also cheering on each other and 
working collectively as a team. Mr Woodmason-our PE/Sport lead- will be busy collating results at the 
end of the week so we can make announcements of winners etc just as soon as we can.  

 

A big thank you also to each and every one of our children as, because they reduced the amount of 
waste/rubbish they produce as a school, and the fact that the children are doing even more to recycle 
and re-use, Crofty MAT gave each child an ice lolly to enjoy after Sports Day. The children are very   
appreciative and have very much enjoyed them. 

 

Have a super week. 

 

Mrs Finn 


